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As healthcare leaders, our purpose drives us. It fuels and 
sustains us in ways that touch many and that shine through 
in difficult times. It’s why we do everything we do for our 
teams, our patients and our communities.

Looking back on 2022, connecting to our purpose helped us 
make a profound impact on those we serve. The 
determination and persistence on display throughout our field 
as steep challenges—from financial burdens to supply chain 
snarls to continued workforce shortages—impacted 
healthcare is simply remarkable.

Confronting daily obstacles with boldness propelled us 
toward a brighter future for healthcare. For all your efforts, 
we thank you.

Dear Colleagues,



As leaders with a purpose, 
we are committed to making a difference every day while 
standing for ACHE’s core values of integrity, lifelong learning, 
leadership, and diversity and inclusion. That commitment 
strengthens us as a community of leaders. We are grateful for 
your dedication to our community, which in 2022 featured:

• 48,000 members.

• 706 new Fellows, bringing ACHE’s total to 8,503.

• 492 donors, who raised more than $213,000.

• Nearly 170,000 social media followers.

• Individual engagement that generated more than 8.8 
million ACHE webpage views and more than 13,000 visits 
to our Premier Corporate Partners webpages.

• More than 1,200 events held by our 76 chapters, which 
drew nearly 63,000 attendees.



As leaders with a purpose, 
bravely tackling the problems of the present with an eye 
toward the future suggests a promising and more equitable 
tomorrow for healthcare. By advancing equity, we continue to 
help our field better reflect and represent the patients and 
communities you serve. Echoing those efforts, ACHE in 2022:

• Named 12 Thomas C. Dolan Executive Diversity Program 
scholars and 50 Career Accelerator Program scholars as 
part of the Diversity Program.

• Awarded scholarships to 15 graduate students through 
the Albert W. Dent and Foster G. McGaw Scholarship 
programs.

• Collaborated with our diversity partners: the Asian 
Healthcare Leaders Community, the Institute for Diversity 
and Health Equity, the LGBTQ+ Healthcare Leaders 
Community, the National Association of Health Services 
Executives and the National Association of Latino 
Healthcare Executives.

• Engaged more than 1,100 members through ACHE’s 
online communities for Asian healthcare leaders, LGBTQ+ 
healthcare leaders and physician executives.

• Hosted 19 diversity, equity and inclusion sessions at the 
Congress for Healthcare Leadership.



As leaders with a purpose, 
we are a community with a commitment and an enthusiasm  
to learn and grow. In 2022, that drive for continuous 
improvement inspired us to:

• Hold the first in-person Congress on Healthcare Leadership 
since 2019, with nearly 4,000 attendees.

• Hold two Virtual Leadership Symposiums totaling more 
than 2,200 participants.

• Conduct 39 nationally scheduled ACHE programs, 
including 34 Virtual Face-to-Face programs, three Clusters 
and two Executive Programs, attracting more than 4,500 
attendees.

• Deliver 90,000 ACHE Face-to-Face Education credits.

• Offer 26 free and paid webinars, with more than 20,000 
people registered.

• Present 15 Premier Corporate Partner-supported webinars, 
which were attended by more than 8,000 members.

• Produce 16 Healthcare Executive podcast episodes, 
generating nearly 200,000 plays.



The Board of Governors, Regents and ACHE staff are proud 
to stand with you, leaders with a purpose who are advancing 
health in meaningful and lasting ways. The passion, 
commitment and empathy you show to your patients, your 
communities and our field strengthens our own purpose, 
which is to serve you.

Thank you for the opportunity to support you. Through our 
collective leadership, we can build a bolder and brighter 
future for healthcare—together.
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